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ABSTRACT 
We present the initial release of a freely available software 
toolkit for ubiquitous computing that can reduce the cost – 
especially in time and effort – of developing, deploying and 
managing ubicomp installations, applications and 
environments, and increases the potential involvement of 
designers and users in this process.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the last three-to-four years we have been involved in a 
large multi-site initiative to explore the development, 
deployment and use of ubiquitous computing environments. 
This has involved the realization of a number of distinct 
user experiences including the development and placement 
of technologies within different settings, including the home 
[1,4]. These experiences have involved the assembly of 
heterogeneous collections of devices (and platforms), the 
placement of these devices within a given space and the 
development of facilities and applications that allow these 
devices to interconnect in a variety of different ways; this 
has required considerable effort and diverse expertise. In 
response to this we have designed and implemented a 
toolkit – the Equip Component Toolkit (ECT) – that greatly 
simplifies this process, and that consequently allows greater 
involvement of non-programmers (e.g. media designers) 
and end-users. 

TOOLKIT MODEL 
The toolkit considers a ubicomp application or experience 
to be supported by a dynamically interconnected and 
potentially time-varying collection of hardware and 
software components, distributed across a number of 
machines.  A component is the basic unit of deployment, 
management and coordination in the toolkit, being a 
specific unit of functionality with a well-defined interface. 
These components can be dynamically created within the 

running system, for example when a Phidget is connected to 
the USB port a corresponding IO component appears. 

Components are managed within container applications, 
and inter-container coordination is supported via a shared 
dataspace (as used in [4]). The main inter-component 
coordination mechanism is to slave a property on one 
component to a property on another component, so that 
property changes are propagated between the two. The use 
of a shared dataspace for coordination allows very flexible 
introspection of the running system, and distributed 
manipulation of component requests and property links 
allows active reconfiguration and adaptation of the running 
system. 

On top of this fundamental component management layer, 
more abstract facilities and views can be developed, for 
example relating the various components to their physical 
setting and intended purpose.  

IMPLEMENTATION 
The current toolkit implementation has two Containers, one 
in Java (which hosts JavaBeans as Components) and one in 
C#. Figure 1 shows a sample application that is readily 
assembled using the current toolkit; this is a tangible media 
viewer in the style of [7], but assembled graphically from 
standard re-usable components which can be developed 
independently of the toolkit itself. The Phidget [3] 
components are C# objects; the others are Java. The 
Phidget Host Manager component is an example of a device 
driver component, and dynamically instantiates the specific 
Phidget components as they plugged into the USB port. The 
Simple Association Learner is an application 
behaviour/glue component that is instantiated on demand 
for this particular application. As the system is used it 
‘learns’ to associate particular RFID tag codes with 
particular media file URLs (which are first generated by the 
File Exporter component when the user publishes a media 
file). The media associated with the current RFID tag is 
shown on the display, and can be navigated using the 
physical slider. 

DISCUSSION 
A good software toolkit reduces the cost of application 
development through code reuse, modularity and tool 
support. For example, the Context Toolkit [6] adopts a 
widget approach to the programmatic construction of 

 

 

 

 



ubicomp applications. The various iRoom activities [5] use 
a tuple-space to share simple self-describing events to 
support the assembly of “smart room” systems. Speakeasy 
[2] proposes a combination of standard interfaces, mobile 
code and user involvement to support opportunistic 
interactions between ubicomp devices. Our own approach 
emphasizes support for legacy and non-toolkit components 
(such as ordinary JavaBeans), rather than requiring coding 
specifically for the toolkit as in these other systems. We 
also emphasise introspection of the running system (both 
components and interactions) and dynamic and interactive 
reconfiguration to a greater extent than these approaches. 
This work builds on [4], but greatly enhances its flexibility, 
richness of representation and range of facilities and 
interfaces.  

The toolkit is publicly available and we encourage others to 
use it and contribute components, interfaces and other 
extensions: http://www.crg.cs.nott.ac.uk/~cmg/Equator/#ect 
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